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Stop by our booth
for a FREE T-SHIRT or
go to www.rivet.com
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1914
Began carrying stock
to support demand

1962
Sales and marketing
developed the
RivetKing brand
into an entire
product line

2008
Significant technology
upgrade to conform to ISO
17025 in quality control and
engineering, including
purchase of salt spray,
force, and micro hardness
testing equipment.

1975
Established
IRF Taiwan as
manufacturing arm
for production

2012
100 Year
Anniversary
and launch
of Green
Initiative

1998
Moved corporate headquarters to Northvale, NJ
combining manufacturing
and distribution functions.
Became 1SO9001

2005
10 new domestic warehouses
opened in
Texas, California, Kansas
City, Canada,
Denver, Salt
Lake City, and
Chicago

2010

2011
IRF Japan
and IRF
Australia
opened

2000

2000
Expanded product
line to include blind
rivets and blind
threaded inserts.
Established warehousing in Mexico

1990

1990
Expanded domestic
manufacturing
facility, renamed
it RivetKing
Manufacturing

1980

1970

1960

1940
1944
Developed specialty
fasteners to support
war efforts

1950

1950
First documented
evidence that
IRFCO became
known and named
by its customers as
the “RivetKing”

1930
Expanded product
line to smaller
diameter products

1930

1920

1910

1912
Established in
NYC as a supplier
to NY Port Authority
for bridges,
representing
Bethlehem Steel in
the NYC area

1968
General Rivet
manufacturing
opened for business
and would ultimately
be purchased by
IRFCO in 1992.
General Rivet
manufactured solid
and semi-tubular
rivets and
developed a semitubular product line
for small electronics.

2009
IRF
Germany
opened

2010
Developed the
database
logging and live
retrieval of force
testing,
dimensional
inspection and
salt spray
testing data

100 Years Later… and We’re Still
Revolutionizing the Industry

Your job is to help your customers make smart business decisions.
Ours is to give you the tools that help you do just that. Tools like
KingSet, our most versatile and efficient handheld riveting system.
KingSet is designed specifically to adapt to a wide array of
manufacturing environments and engineered to work across a variety
of application ranges. But that’s not even the best part.
KingSet:


Is twice as fast as other handheld tools – and oftentimes faster



Can be used to set most breakstem blind rivets pre-loaded
on a tape



Comes with an unprecedented three year warranty

Now that’s smart!

Call us today to find out how you
can help your customers work
better and faster with KingSet.

Industrial Rivet & Fastener
Company
200 Paris Avenue
Northvale, NJ 07647
1-800-289-7483
(1-800-BUY-RIVET)
201-750-1040
Fax: 201-750-1050

Find Us Online
You can access our catalog online at:
www.rivet.com

